
Ev   -    'ry   -     bo  -  dy,               sing         a      song         now!

Ev  -  'ry  -    bo - dy,            sing      a    song       of     sea  -   sons,

Ev'rybody, Sing a Song of SeasonsEv'rybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
Key G,  first note B(mi)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4, Jump...

tune: folksong  USA
words:  LJ Clare Canada

2011chorus

Win -  ter   is       the   time       when    the     snow       falls      down.

Win -   ter    is      the   time      when   it's     cold-----, cold----,   cold___.

Win -  ter    is       the   time     when      the      snow       falls       down.

Win  -  ter    is        the  time     when           we      play       ho  -   ckey.

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

SpringAutumn Winter Summer

piano plus fiddle(Autumn)  clarinet(Winter)  piccolo(Spring)   bassoon(Summer)



Au  - tumn  is       the   time    when     the    leaves     fall      down.
Win - ter     is       the   time    when      the   snow      falls    down.
Spring----   is       the   time     when     the    rain        falls     down.
Sum  -mer  is       the   time    when      the    sun        shines   down.

Ev   -    'ry   -    bo  -  dy,              sing        a     song          now!

Ev  -  'ry  -   bo - dy,            sing      a    song     of     sea  -   sons,

1. Au  - tumn  is      the   time     when           we     pick      ap  -   ples,
2. Win -  ter    is      the   time     when           we     play      hoc -   key,
3. Spring----   is      the   time     when           we    jump in  pud - dles,
4. Sum - mer  is      the   time     when           we      go       swim - ming,

Au   - tumn  is       the   time    when      the    leaves      fall      down.
Win -   ter    is       the   time    when      the    snow        falls    down.
Spring----    is       the   time    when      the    rain         falls     down.
Sum  -mer   is       the   time    when      the    sun          shines   down.

Au -  tumn  is     the   time      when     it     gets   a   lit - tle    chil  - ly,
Win -  ter    is     the   time      when     its    cold,       cold,      cold-----,
Spring----   is     the   time      when     it      gets   a   lit - tle   warm - er,
Sum - mer  is     the   time      when     its     hot          and       stick - ey,

chorus

Ev'rybody, Sing a Song of SeasonsEv'rybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
Key G,  first note B(mi)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4, Jump...

tune: folksong  USA
words:  LJ Clare Canada

2011

c. LJC Creations 2011 copied with permission for classroom use



Au  -  tumn  is     the   time    when     it     gets    a   lit - tle    chil  - ly,

Au  - tumn   is       the    time     when    the    leaves      fall      down.

Au  - tumn  is      the    time     when    the     leaves     fall     down.

Au  -  tumn   is     the    time     when          we     pick      ap  -   ples,

Ev   -    'ry    -    bo  - dy,              sing        a      song         now!

Ev  -  'ry  -   bo - dy,           sing        a   song      of    sea  -   sons,

Ev'rybody, Sing a Song of SeasonsEv'rybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
Key G,  first note B(mi)
a capella  count-in:  1,2,3,4, Jump...

tune: folksong  USA
words:  LJ Clare Canada

2011

chorus

hands over head in air                 clap                                       clap

hands over head in air                          clap                                      clap

clap                                     clap                           reach up to pick apples

clap                                        clap                              reach up and let your hands be leaves falling

clap                                   clap                            hold self and shiver

clap                                      clap                               reach up and let your hands be leaves falling

"Every year in Canada has four seasons.  Hands up if you know the name 
of the season we are in now.  (Autumn/Fall)   How do we know that its 
Autumn?  Listen while I sing/play a song about Autumn.  Try to 
remember all the things in the song that tell us its Autumn."

"In the song, Autumn is the time for   ??? (Let students fill in the blank.)   Ready 
to do the actions while you listen?  (Sing the song again.)  Autumn is the time 
..."
"I have a challenge for you.  I'm going to sing(or say)  "Autumn is the time 
when" and then you fill in the missing words."  (Do the actions to help students 
remember the words.)

"Ready to sing the song with me?   What is the very first word in the song?  
(everybody)  One, two, ready let's sing (Play the first note of the song on a 

glockenspiel, then sing the count-in using that pitch.)  ...   Everybody sing a song of 
...."  (If you are using the DVD to teach the song, then it will be helpful to say the words 
with students before trying to sing along with the DVD.  If you are teaching the song using 
your voice, then slow the tempo/speed to make it easier to sing all the words.)

CanDo Music 1    September    028 Lesley J Clare

c. LJC Creations 2011 copied with permission for classroom use
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Ask me to tell you about my favourite season!

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

Autumn Winter

Spring Summer

Invite your class to create actions for each of the "new" seasons that match the words.
Drama and Dance expectations include exploring how different parts of the body may be used.  
Encourage creative movement for the new actions.

Music, Drama and Dance    Ev'rybody Sing a Song of Seasons

And for another day

Lesson 4b gives ideas for teaching the song.

If your class are well on their way to being readers, teach the first verse by rote (without 
written words) and then post the words (which include a lot of repetition) and let 
students read while singing along with the recorded music.

Autumn is the time when
we pick apples  (reach up to pick apples)

Autumn is the time when
the leaves fall down (fingers become falling leaves)

Autumn is the time when
it gets a little chilly (rub arms to warm them up)

Autumn is the time when
the leaves fall down (fingers become falling leaves)

for example:

Note:  if the music and words are 
repeated, then the same actions are 
used as well.

I can do music words .  My name is _________________________________
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Everybody, Sing a Song of Seasons

tune: folksong  USA
words:  LJ Clare Canada

2011

Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

Everybody,  sing a song of seasons.
Everybody, sing a song now!

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

sun

rain

snow

apples

hockey

swimming

little chilly

cold, cold, cold

little warmer

hot and sticky

puddles

leaves

Ask me to tell you about my favourite season!

2 Versions of  "Find the Word."

Students need to find each of the words 
listed in the song, then either

*connect the word and verse
with a line

OR *print the word beside its line

Word for the song with space for student 
illustration for each season.   What do they 
like to do in the Autumn,  Winter, Spring and 
Summer?

Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

Everybody,  sing a song of seasons.
Everybody, sing a song now!

Everybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
tune: folksong  USA

words:  LJ Clare Canada
2011

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

leaves

sun

rain

snow

apples

hockey

puddles

swimming

little chilly

cold, cold, cold

little warmer

hot and sticky

I can do music words.  My name is _________________________________
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Ask me to tell you about my favourite season!

October Lessons - All Seasons

c. LJC Creations 2011 copied with permission for classroom use



This  song was one of the possibilities for enrichment in Lesson 
4(September - Autumn) and Lesson 6(Winter-Spring-Summer).

Check out the four versions of the work page that focuses on 
seasonal words.

If you taught the song in the first term, use the pattern of the song 
and "zip" in new words composed by students to create a unique 
song for your class.

Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

Everybody,  sing a song of seasons.
Everybody, sing a song now!

Everybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
tune: folksong  USA

words:  LJ Clare Canada
2011

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

leaves

sun

rain

snow

apples

hockey

puddles

swimming

little chilly

cold, cold, cold

little warmer

hot and sticky

I can do music in Lesson  XX .  My name is _________________________________
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Ask me to tell you about my favourite season!

Winter is the time when  __________________
Winter is the time when  __________________
Winter is the time when  __________________
Winter is the time when  __________________

a seasonal activity

something visible in the season

seasonal weather
repeat the second line

Ev   -    'ry   -     bo  -  dy,               sing         a      song         now!

Ev  -  'ry  -    bo - dy,            sing      a    song       of     sea  -   sons,

Ev'rybody, Sing a Song of SeasonsEv'rybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
Key G,  first note B(mi)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4, Jump...

tune: folksong  USA
words:  LJ Clare Canada

2011chorus

Win -  ter   is       the   time       when    the     snow       falls      down.

Win -   ter    is      the   time      when   it's     cold-----, cold----,   cold___.

Win -  ter    is       the   time     when      the      snow       falls       down.

Win  -  ter    is        the  time     when           we      play       ho  -   ckey.

January Lessons - Winter

c. LJC Creations 2011 copied with permission for classroom use



Spring----     is      the  time       when    the       rain       falls      down.

Spring----     is      the   time       when    it      gets    a  lit  -  tle  warm - er,

3. Spring----    is      the    time       when         we    jump in    pud - dles,

Ev   -   'ry   -    bo  -  dy,              sing         a       song           now!

Ev  -  'ry  -   bo - dy,            sing      a    song       of      sea  -   sons,

Spring----   is       the    time     when      the      rain         falls      down.

chorus

Ev'rybody, Sing a Song of SeasonsEv'rybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
Key G,  first note B(mi)
a cappella  count-in:  1,2,3,4, Jump...

tune: folksong  USA
words:  LJ Clare Canada

2011

New season, new verse for this song.   Review/sing  "Autumn" and "Winter" verses.

Place the words for "Spring" on the pocket chart, and challenge students to sing the new verse 
without any practice   i.e. by reading the words and remembering the tune.

If you haven't already done it, this week, make up actions to go with each verse,
OR   zip in some new words to make a song unique to your class.  

March Lessons - Spring

c. LJC Creations 2011 copied with permission for classroom use



I can do music words.  My name is _________________________________
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Ask me to tell you about my favourite season!

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

Autumn Winter

Spring Summer



I can do music words .  My name is _________________________________
c.
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Everybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
tune: folksong  USA

words:  LJ Clare Canada
2011

Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

Everybody,  sing a song of seasons.
Everybody, sing a song now!

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

sun

rain

snow

apples

hockey

swimming

little chilly

cold, cold, cold

little warmer

hot and sticky

puddles

leaves

Ask me to tell you about my favourite season!



I can do musicwords.  My name is _________________________________
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Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

Everybody,  sing a song of seasons.
Everybody, sing a song now!

Everybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
tune: folksong  USA

words:  LJ Clare Canada
2011

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

leaves

sun

rain

snow

apples

hockey

puddles

swimming

little chilly

cold, cold, cold

little warmer

hot and sticky

Ask me to tell you about my favourite season!



Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

Everybody,  sing a song of seasons.
Everybody, sing a song now!

Everybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
tune: folksong  USA

words:  LJ Clare Canada
2011

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

leaves

sun

rain

snow

apples

hockey

puddles

swimming

little chilly

cold, cold, cold

little warmer

hot and sticky

I can do music words.  My name is _________________________________
c.
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Ask me to tell you about my favourite season!
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